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Two years ago we were scrambling to figure out
how to keep our club vibrant and whether we
would retain our membership. As it turned out we
did better than we could have dreamed of on
both counts. I credit this success to our previous
Board’s dedication and especially to our Past
President, Steve Fairbairn who kept us all calm
and focused. A club is only as strong as its membership and it did not go unnoticed by the Board
that our members put their confidence in our
hands – thank you all! I’d be remiss if I did not
give a huge call-out to Dustin Cook for assembling
the quality International demo guests that we enjoyed over the past 2 years. A tip of the hat goes
to Brian Lunt for his entertaining communiques
and hosting our Zoom meetings. A hearty welcome to our new Board members Chris Stiles, Diana Dougherty, and Steve Daechsel - Members at
Large and welcome back to Bill Fowle as Secretary.
Thank you to Claudia Hayward, Bruce Campbell,
and Ed Pretty for reviewing and revising the Demonstrator Accreditation Process. This project
entailed a recommendation to the Board that all
previously accredited demonstrators will need to
re-certify in order to demo. This move is born
solely out of a need to show due diligence and
protect the club from potential liability. Thank you
for your understanding and thank you to Ed,
Bruce, and Claudia! To apply for accreditation
contact the President.
What’s on the horizon? Peter Hill is working with
KMS Tools to restart Turning 101 really soon. We
are also planning to restart both Focus on Fundamentals and the Forum on Form and Finish.
These two functions will be done via Zoom. You
can learn more about T101 and FoF on our web-
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site here. The Forum on Form and Finish is a discussion group among interested parties that wish
to have their turning examined (finished or in progress) for the purpose of seeking input. Typical
points of discussion are “is the shape fair, should I
reduce the foot size, should I texture it, and so
on…? The main thing to keep in mind is that YOU,
the maker, decide what kind of input you are
seeking. As the founder of this group and avid
participant I know that it’s informative, fun, and
helps people develop their design eye and solve
creative block.
Last month Bruce presented a super demo on the
three pointed bowl… and with a lid to boot. As
Bruce eluded, his demo was A LOT of FUN to produce! He chose to record his content and then
used free software: https://www.openshot.org/
to edit his videos. I especially liked his inverse
pyramid chucking technique - very clever. The
demo replay is still available on YouTube – check
your email for the link.
Also on the horizon is an in-person tool auction
and swap meet, hopefully in May. We have
amassed a collection of fine tools and accessories
plus some donated equipment to auction. Coupled with this, members will be able to sell off
their superfluous tools and supplies. Also slated is
a summer picnic BBQ at Dan & Yolanda Breck’s
amazing garden.
The President’s Challenge for April is “aquatic” something that lives in, floats on, or is otherwise
associated with rivers, lakes, oceans, pools.

Steve
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In this month’s newsletter, Bruce Campbell recaps
topics and discussions from the February Tech Talk.
Always lots of great tips and advice in the Tech Talk
article. Brian Andrews reminds us of the potential
hazards of CA glue, which many of us may not have
been aware of. Ed Pretty take a closer look at tool
sharpening, but not before he reminisces about his
early childhood turning experiences. Sheila continues her monthly column as she continues her journey as a new turner.
As always, lots of great photos in the galleries! I’ve
happily noted that the quality of the photos submitted to the galleries has been improving greatly
over the past few months. I’m guessing that the

presentations and discussions that we’ve been having about photographing your turnings have had a
bit to do with the improvements. Well done, everyone!
Please keep those articles coming! Send your articles, tips, etc. to editor@gvwg.ca. For inclusion in
the next newsletter, please try to have them submitted to me at least 5 days before our monthly
meeting.
As always, all feed back is welcomed and valued.

Steve

An invitation to submit a piece to the AAW POP
Exhibition and Auction “The Space Between”
prompted me to start some new explorations.
Having previously made a couple of series of
pieces that were inspired by architectural forms,
I decided to return to that and have started two
new series inspired by small village buildings. Last month I showed some individual
cottages (thermed, carved, flame textured, pyrography, and dry brushed acrylics). The newer
piece shown here is the skyline of a group of
buildings (turned, carved, flame textured, pyrography, and dry brushed acrylics) - made of quilted big leaf maple and birch. This piece is about 5
inches tall. It’s currently on exhibit at the AAW’s
gallery in St. Paul, Minnesota and will be auctioned off at the AAW Symposium in Chattanooga.
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Tech Talk is held on the Monday evening following accurately rotate any piece through each index pothe Guild ZOOM session. The credentials for the sition.
session are sent to all registered Guild members
and all are encouraged to participate in the freeflowing discussion centered on technical aspects of
woodturning.
We had a surprisingly subdued crowd for Tech Talk
this time but still managed to cover a lot of topics.
Enjoy.
Indexing Plates
Fraser started us off by showing an index plate he
designed for a special need. He wanted to space
all 26 letters of the alphabet around a piece. InterTwo indexing wheel setups
vals that are not readily divisible into 360 can be
If you do not have access to a numerically condifficult to lay out.
trolled cutter these indexing plates are commercially available in many intervals and for many spindle sizes. One such company is Alisam Engineering
https://alisam.com/universal-indexingsystems.html . Steve also willing to make wheels
from acrylic for you. Just contact him at editor@gvwg.ca
Broken Lid Update
Chris presented us with a problem a month on how
to replace/repair a chipped ceramic lid from a favorite pot. We suggested he try dressing the
chipped lid with a cutoff wheel and inserting it into
a turned frame. He did that and here are pictures
of the result. Well done, Chris.
Frasers index wheels
Using a numerically controlled router and some
simple layout software, Fraser was able to cut correctly spaced holes in a circular plate that also has
a hole in the center that fits his lathe spindle diameter. To use the plate he slides it over the spindle
and locks it in place by mounting a chuck or faceplate on top. Then using an indexing pin he can
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Arbortech Turbo Plane
Theo reported having purchased the Arbortech Turbo
Plane. This is a 4” wheel
with 3 curved carbide
cutters that mounts on an
angle grinder. It is very
good for removing lots of
wood quickly but clearly
needs to be used with great
care. Still, there are certainly times when we need
to rough-shape a blank.

Angle grinder Product Report
Theo also just purchased a
Milwaukee 458 drill (Model
0370-20) that is sold as a solution for drilling in tight spaces.
He reports that it is great for
sanding inside bowls. It has
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild

an 8’ cord for good range of movement but it has a
pistol grip on/off trigger which makes it a little too
easy to accidently turn it on. Still the angled arrangement is a nice ergonomic alternative to a
standard drill.
Cut Polishing with Angled Rotary Tools
Steve.1 described a buffing kit he bought recently. He wrote:
Being 1, 2 and 3” hook
and loop pads, they can
be used on your existing
sanding mandrels although they do come
with a set (of mandrels). After the finish is
completely dry, I put a
thin coat of automotive
polishing compound on the workpiece. I let it dry
for a few minutes then buff it out with foam pads
with the lathe running. I have a couple of different
grades of polishing compound and use a corresponding colour/grade of buffing pad. I got this
idea from Joe Fleming who spoke about using automotive polishes during his class a few years ago.
The package Steve bought can be found here:
https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B08F9FG2YH/
ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o04_s00
Changing Collets in a Collet Chuck
Diana asked about changing collets in her collet
drive set. She was having trouble both getting
them in the collet holder and changing them. The
tip that helped was talking her through clicking the
collet into the collet nut before threading the
whole thing into the collet
holder.
Chris suggested a simple
trick for changing the collets; drill a hole in a ¾”
piece of plywood and make
it just a little smaller than
the widest part of the collet showing below the nut. By pressing the back
end of the collet/nut assembly into the hole the
(Continued on page 7)
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jaws are compressed slightly and the collet pops
out. Of course this only works when the collet is
empty..
Robert correctly pointed out the need to always
secure any tool that is driven by a Morse Taper
with a draw bar. Here is info taken from our January 2012 newsletter:
Whenever you arrange the lathe so that a
Morse Taper is in the headstock and you are
not turning between centers, it is imperative
that you use a draw bar to hold the unit in
place. A draw bar is a simple piece of continuous threaded rod (ready-rod) that
threads into the back of the Morse taper
and then has a nut on the outside of the
headstock that is tightened to hold the
whole unit together. Failure to use a draw
bar will allow the whole unit to vibrate free
while in use and, at best it will ruin your
piece and at worse it could fly out and cause
you serious damage.
There are a number of Youtube videos out there
that will show you how to do this.
Seeking Experiences With:
We had several people ask for feedback on using
products. I have gathered them together:
Paul Howard Fluting Jig
Steve asked if anyone had experience with a Paul
Howard Fluting Jig. He reports that the documentation is “limited”. Unfortunately, no one could
help so Steve will need to work it out himself and
then, of course, give a demo to the rest of us.
Oneway Drill Wizard
Michael asked about the Oneway Drill Wizard. I
own one of the original models and it works just as
advertised to drill multiple off-axis holes both repeatedly and accurately in a lathe-mounted – think
legs on a round-top stool. A few years after the
Drill Wizard came out Oneway modified it by adding a lever to control the plunge and this does
make the unit easier to control. The unit has a 1”
post with a depth stop collar for mounting in the
banjo of the lathe and has adjustable depth stops
for controlling the range of movement.
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild

One limitation is that it is built to hold a drill with a
1¾” (42mm) collar at the front end and that can be
a problem as not all drill are that size. Otherwise,
it is well made and robust.
GluBoost
Bill asked if anyone had used GluBoost. No one
had and, to my shame, we did not give this much
attention. In doing research I discovered that highend pen makers really like this new kind of CA glue.
The challenge for pen makers is that they often put
8 or 10 layers of CA finish on their pens and sometimes leave them overnight to cure between coats.
Using activator does not work for pens because of
the risk of white “bloom” forming in the glue. Obviously, a quicker method would be great.
The main innovation in Glue Boost is that it can be
cured with an activator without getting “bloom”. It
is a two-step process where thicker glue is applied
first and then cured with the activator. Within seconds it is ready for additional coats. This can be
repeated several times if needed and sanded between coats if required. Finally, the surface can be
polished to very high grits – 12000 and higher. This
produces a durable and radiant finish that is expected in pens selling for hundreds of dollars.
One drawback is that the product is expensive $15US per 2oz bottle. But, if you are looking for a
rock-hard, crystal clear, glass smooth finish or to
add colours your CA glue finish, you might want to
look in to GluBoost; https://gluboost.com/ .
Low-Odour CA Glue Update
Some folks were asking about the odorless CA glue
that Merv discussed about last year. All the details
he provided can be found in the Tech Talk write-up
of our May 2021 newsletter https://gvwg.ca/docs/
Newsletter2021/May2021.pdf
PPE for Turners
Diana reported getting splashed in the eye while
turning even though she had safety glasses on. She
suggested that everyone be aware of this and to
take extra precautions. Those precautions can be a
combination of best practices like standing out of
the “line-of-fire”, proper tool selection and control,
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being rested and alert, and so on. It can also mean
wearing the right turning PPE (personal protective
equipment) like a full facemask, having ¾ sleeve
clothes, wearing protective footwear, and more.
Steve stressed that we all need to take our PPE seriously. Accidents happen in milliseconds but are
often the result of a number of miss-steps added
one upon another. Sometimes theses are foreseeable and other times they can be completely out of
your control. Regardless, you are ALWAYS 100%
responsible for your safety.
SAFETY IS NOT WHAT YOU ADD ON;
IT IS WHAT YOU BUILD IN
Shared Vacuum Chucking Accident
Brian reported an interesting mishap in a friends
shop. The turner had mounted a piece on the
lathe using a vacuum chuck. After centering the
piece and closing the valve the manometer read
over 25” (inches of mercury) – certainly enough for
the job. However, as soon as a tool touched the
piece it flew off the chuck.
After some investigation they found that the rotary
adapter line was plugged with dust while the gauge
was reading the correct vacuum. The chuck-side of
the system had little vacuum at all.
Fortunately no one was injured but it certainly reenforced the need to do regular inspections of all
our equipment.
Applying Emtech Water-based Lacquer
I stole this final item from the Instant Gallery talk

at last meeting. Brian showed a very nice piece
with a great finish and, once again, extolled the
virtues of Emtech finish. What was new information for me was that he applied the finish with
his airbrush. What a simple way to get into spraying water-based lacquers; using what you may already have rather than buying an expensive spray
gun.

Brian did suggest that it is a really good idea to decant the lacquer from the can it comes in to a Stop
Loss collapsible container (available at Lee Valley
https://www.leevalley.com/en-ca/shop/tools/
supplies/finishing/72867-finish-storage-bag?
item=62K0410 ). The can itself is plastic but the lid
is metal and being a water-based product, the lid
will rust and contaminate the contents.
Thanks to all for you that participated in our last
session. Please plan to join us next time – 7:00PM
Monday March 28th, 2022 via ZOOM. As usual,
you will get an email with the ZOOM credentials.

7pm on the Monday after each monthly guild meeting
Bring your problems - Show off a new tool or invention - Share
your knowledge
Watch your email for the Zoom link!
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It was early in the summer of 1958 and I had just
turned nine. It was a couple weeks late, but my uncle showed up with my birthday present, a Beaver
wood lathe. Used, of course. I suspect my father
bought it in town but had my uncle pick it up and
bring it out because it appeared he had a plan in
mind. The real work of the day was set aside, and
my dad had it mounted and running with a 1/3 hp
washing machine motor in no time flat. Some turning tools appeared out of nowhere (my dad had a
million hidey holes) and my first lesson began.
We lived far enough from town that we were generally self sufficient,
which included saving
everything and wasting
nothing (an affliction
that remains with me to
this day). Broken peavey
and shovel handles were
rousted from the jungle
bin, providing stock for
Project #1. First up was a
length of hickory between centers for the
handle. Shape and diameter were important to fit
the hand as well as suitable length for balance. Of
critical importance was the diameter of the shank
that was to fit in the bored hole in the head
(oversized just the right amount to allow for shrinking in hot sand to fit, the head has never come off).
Proper use of a roughing gouge (old style), spindle
detail gouge for the little bead at the butt, skew for
a “planed” finish and “grippy” grooves and beading
tool and calipers for sizing were highlighted. Next
came the head from hard maple from the peavey
handle with much of the same action as the handle, but this with sizing for some brass ferrules
(long gone, now) and a demonstration of a technique that, to this day, I am unable to do. He took a
1-½” morticing chisel (which I still have), held it
with his cupped hand against the top of the spinning piece and made a planing cut freehand, without the use of the tool rest.
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild

So, I learned about roughing out, shaping a handle
and sizing a tenon, making a bead with a spindle
gouge, making a planing cut with a skew, making a
“forever” wood-to-wood fit and size lands for the
ferrules. For good measure he showed me how to
finish using a French polish. In addition, I learned
about the importance of grain orientation for maximum strength of both the handle and the head. I
learned the importance of a ferrule when tension is
put on the wood, such as is the case in many handles. I did not, however, learn how to freehand a
planing cut. My mission (and I chose to accept it)
was to make another. My
numerous attempts at a
replica ended up as material for other projects as
well as a pretty big pile of
shavings. Let the record
show the example in the
picture is the demo mallet
made by my father. Oh ya,
I also learned that I loved
turning wood.
A request for a few new
file handles came down from shop management
(Dad) so after cranking out as many as I could from
more broken shovel handles, I found what I
thought would be a great business. I started making file handles by the jillion (Dad had a logging
company so we spent the winters re-handling fire
shovels). I sold them to my uncle and Dad’s employees at a rapid pace – but then they stopped
humouring me and business dropped off significantly. On the upside, I got pretty damn good at
making multiples that looked quite a lot alike and I
still have NOS (new old stock) handles on my files
today. On the downside, I’m still trying to figure
out how to make a decent buck at woodturning.
But like I said, I learned that I loved turning wood.
It informed a large part of my life. Not bad for a
simple mallet.
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It still amazes me just how much there is to see,
soak in, and appreciate all the wonderful people
who have shared and continue to share their love
and passion for working with wood.
Once again, this past month I have been blown
away by the incredible people from around the
world who share what they do and help others find
their own voice to make something…starting small
and building from there. Each have developed
their own style that works for them. Some turn
super fast, others turn very slow. Some measure
everything out with incredible precision, others
eyeball it. Most agree, SHARP TOOLS make all the
difference, but each has an opinion about the
grind.
There are so many new, up and coming turners
bring energy, enthusiasm, and a love for wood. I
will be keen to watch as their adventures unfold.
Then Art Liestman’s name kept being mentioned
throughout the WWOS sessions as turners from all
over the world name his work as being something
they own and are inspired by. Easy for me to understand why.
I also realize that I am still barely scratching the
surface of knowing who has come before, to lay
the foundation, and to breath life into what continues within our community of woodturners. But
this world continues to expand too. There have
been woodturners I’ve met while out walking the
dog in the trails and noticing all the vine maple
everywhere that Larry explained works well for
threaded lids. It didn’t take long for Jerry to send
me home with more species to try, all that I could
carry while handling a 50 lb puppy.
Then I recently met and was blown away by the
By Colin Delory
work of Colin Delory. He was a member of both
the Vancouver and Fraser Valley Guilds. Colin retired in the late 90’s and became a turner right mented turning has held very little appeal to me
about the time I was having my first child. Colin’s personally, the twist of a couple of pieces comwork absolutely blew me away. The time, the pletely captivated my interests. To see the details
(Continued on page 11)
attention to details, the MATH!
Although segGreater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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of his work, his plans, his binders, here was someone who completely loved and was immersed into
what he was doing. I was deeply struck by his conclusion that wood turning is now in his past and it
is time to selling the things he had great plans for
but didn’t get around to working on and finishing.
Colin has a few of his finished pieces, no longer for
sale in galleries, that are collecting dust in the corner of his garage. My personal collection has begun, and I can now say that I own and am inspired
by a Delory. The twists, the turns, the contrast of
materials, the shape of the form will likely show up
in some future work I aspire to become proficient
to make something that is elegant too. Then reading about him online, he too began as a lover of
wood who enjoys reclaiming “prunings” of various
tree species and other so-called waste woods gives
me tremendous encouragement that I am following a path created by those who have been where I
am today.
Steve Hansen, the Guild’s newly acclaimed President and webmaster extraordinaire constantly reminds all the members about the newsletter archives on the GVWG website. While visiting with
Colin, he mentioned that his process was explained
in one of the newsletters. Sure enough, an article
was easily found in the March 2004 newsletter
which also included the President’s remarks (By
Bruce Campbell) expressing thanks to the outgoing
President, Art Liestman). Embedded in that same
newsletter are familiar names who also continue to
contribute much to quality of the guild. Man…you
all have been around for a VERY long time and
keep on ticking! So glad Larry managed to recover
from his surgery too. I wonder if Art still has the
cobra puzzle form that was his President’s challenge submission?
A common thread throughout both the WWOS and
our own community is the essential component of
turners connect with other turners. Sometime for
only a moment and other times from much longer.
Turners will come peak over your shoulder and be
curious about what you are doing. Some, when
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they see you doing something that may be unsafe,
will come to you and explain things to be mindful
of while turning. Ask them how they know…
On this adventure, I am discovering turning can be
a hobby you keep to yourself, or it can be one that
brings you together with others. And while I now
have my own lathe in my own space, I am still
called to connect with others, be in their shop, chat
over water/coffee/tea/beer/whiskey, in a maker
space, online, doing an Exchange or even at a senior community center. While I have observed
watching other tuners that turning may have a limited life (and the blessing it is to clean out your
shop before your adventure takes you elsewhere),
I am totally inspired by Al and David who continue
each week at the Dogwood Community Centre and
are still turning and working with wood well into
their 90’s.
In the next while, things may be transitioning to
another stage of gathering. Many turners love to
chat about they do. Take the time to connect.
There is so much to learn, from one turner to another.
I am so excited that the 2022 WIT Exchange will be
happening again this Spring. It will continue to be
virtual so turners from around the globe will be
placed on teams, supported, and inspired. Registration is happening NOW with the deadline of
March 22 for application and orientations beginning March 30th & April 1st. This Exchange is open
to more that just wood tuners too. Makes me
think as I heard that Brian’s wife Wanda is a wonder with the wand, airbrushing fabric…wow…
sounds so cool…and I want to see…might she do a
demo for our guild? Gary’s wife is a creative quilter, and Bruce’s wife sounds like she does super
cool making too. Bet each would be a huge asset
to a WIT Exchange team. The final projects are due
on May 22 so it will be another intense commitment for working with others. SAVE THE DATE…
June 4th will be when the final projects and all the
processes are shared with the entire AAW community and beyond.
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I attended a forum on CBN grinding wheels hosted
by Stuart Batty and Tom Worsing at the AAW symposium in Kansas City in 2017. Their topic was the
pros and cons of the various grit sizes but the thing
that stuck with me was the microphotographs of
the outcomes. They were profoundly telling in their
detail. Fast forward to Joe Fleming’s visit to the
GVWG when he demonstrated airbrushing. Joe’s
mantra was the cleanliness of the airbrush. To emphasise his point, he used a jeweler’s loop to examine the needle. I was astounded at the detail that I
saw on my needle with the 30-power lens (also has
a 60-power lens). I saw great clods of paint that

Grind Only
This photo shows the “picket fence” appearance
fresh off a 180 grit CBN wheel taken with the
Maglight app. The 30-power magnification of the
jeweler’s loop shows this in perfect detail.

Loop
This is my jeweler’s loop purchased on Amazon.
Anything similar will do the trick. I use the 30power all the time but the 60-power almost never.
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild

were almost invisible to the naked eye and cavernous scratches from my 1200 grit hone that I had
used to touch it up after a minor ding. Because of
the scratches from my sharpening hone my head
went immediately to the idea of examining the
cutting edges on my turning tools.
A quick trip to Amazon had a decent jeweler’s loop
on my doorstep the next day for eight bucks. I
quickly put it to use examining my efforts with my
grinding wheels, honing, and stropping using different compounds, bare leather and plain wood. Everything was so clear! As a result, I have altered
some of the things that I do when sharpening and
often re-examine my results – because I can. I
quickly incorporated the idea in my teaching. Dis-
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this would be great for discussions about cutting
edges because two people could look at the same
image. The app disappeared from my list as mysteriously as it had appeared so, naturally, I went to
the app store. Low and behold there are a bunch of
magnification apps. I settled on “Maglight” because
it not only magnifies but also takes pictures. The
pictures you see here are made with that app. The
price is right: free. I’m sad to say that I always have
my phone with me out in the shop, so it's always
handy. It’s not 30-power but it’s big enough to see
what’s what.
Advancement in anything starts with evaluating the
results of your efforts. Normally that’s tough to do
visually when sharpening but this tool is awesome
because it is so handy – and free. The eight-buck
loop is still worth picking up so get that, too.

(Continued from page 13)

Hone Only
This photo shows a tiny bit of “wire edge” left
after honing. This is sometimes left after honing
and is the weak portion of the steel that is left
after grinding: the “picket fence”. To the naked
eye this often a appears like fine wire hair
attached to the honed edge. Notice the grooves in
the flute that create built-in nicks in the cutting
edge. Patient honing in the flute eliminates those
but it’s better to get a gouge with a polished flute
cussing results without being able to see what the
other person sees is difficult, so I really wanted
some way of getting pictures. The cost of decent
microscope lenses is hugely prohibitive so decided
to do the best I could with my $8.00 loop. It was,
after all, a significant leap forward in teaching or
simple discussion.
One day I was messing around in the apps on my
iPhone and noticed a magnification app I hadn’t
seen before. I thought that was pretty cool, so I
tried it out and was really impressed. It hit me that
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Stropped
This shows the honed edge after stropping. The
wire edge is gone and the edge is completely free
of any waste metal. In this case the strop was
loaded with green stropping compound, but often
straight leather is fine as is slicing the cutting
edge through any end grain hardwood.
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Regardless of the commercial name for these
glues, they are all CYANOACRYLATE (CA).
Cyanoacrylate has many uses but also comes with
some health issues. I have used CA often and successfully during the examination of non-porous
items in an effort to visualize fingerprints. As a novice in the wood turning world, I understand that for
the purposes of wood turning, Cyanoacrylate has
two primary uses: to reinforce small cracks; and to
use as a type of finishing topcoat.
Regardless of how you use Cyanoacrylate it is imperative to understand that the fumes from the
glue are dangerous.
Inhaling CA fumes can be a respiratory irritant and
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should be avoided. Wear a respirator and or use in
a very well-ventilated area.
In the situation when using CA on a rotating piece
intending to apply a topcoat, extra caution should
be used as the friction will heat the CA glue resulting in more fumes.
I doubt wood turners will ever have an occasion to
heat the CA independently but be aware once the
CA reaches a temperature over 93oC or 200oF dangerous cyanide compounds can be produced.
Below is a link to the Safety Data Sheet for CA:
https://www.belart.com/corporate/SDS/Super%
20Glue.pdf
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Brian Lunt - Sewing Awls
• Walnut & “Cucamonga”
• 6” x 1/2” Ø
• Tung Oil & EM6000 Water-based
Lacquer
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Michael Moult - Honey Locust
Bowl
• From Barry Wilkinson’s wood
collection

Michael Moult - Crab Bowl Goes To The Beach
• Old growth Douglas Fir
• 25cm Ø
• End grain with epoxy-filled bark inclusion
• Legs turned from Douglas Fir branches
Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Art Liestman - Small Buildings
• Quilted Big Leaf Maple
• Bass Wood
• Flame textured
• Pyrography
• Coloured with acrylics
• 6.5” tall

Art Liestman
• Quilted Big Leaf Maple
• Flame textured
• Coloured with acrylics &
Chroma-Gilt
• 5.75” tall
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Theo Vriezen - Christmas Bowl
• 8 x 3”
• Cherry rim
• Zebrano sides
• Kempas & Oak inlay

Bill Fowle - Pens
• L to R: Goncalo Alves, Box Elder burl,
Kingwood
• Finished with CA glue and boiled linseed
oil
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Gary Burns - Hardened Maple Bowl
• Rotten and spalted

Gary Burns - Natural Edge Bowl
• Cherry
• 1/8” walls

Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Don Gamble - Cherry Bowl
• 7.5 x 2.5”
• Rough turned by Barry Wilkinson
• Finished with Hut CrystalCoat and
buffed

Pippa Lattey - Lidded Box
• Alder
• 3.5” x 3.25” Ø
• Tung oil finish
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Diana Dougherty - Live Edge Bowl
• American Sweet Gum
• 5 x 5”

Please email all Instant Gallery and President’s Challenge photos to
gallery@gvwg.ca by at least 3 days before the monthly meeting to ensure they are included in the gallery presentations.
In your email, please include as much information as possible on your
project such as species, dimensions, finish, special techniques, anecdotes, etc.
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Cathy Friesen - Dragonfly
• 5” long, 6” wingspan
• Body turned from Birch with pierced
veneer wings and bamboo toothpick
legs
• Wings painted with Daniel Smith Transparent Watercolor Ground
• Body painted with India Ink pens
• Painted everything with Finetec Pearlescent Watercolour Paints

Brian Lunt - Waldo
• A Cascara Flightless Bird
• It’s “feather” bark can be
powdered and used for
constipation so he is
sometimes called a S***
Hawk
• Height 7-1/2”
• Width 3-1/4”
• Manicure scissor glasses

Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Theo Vriezen - Prehistoric Trirannosaurus-octopi
• Age: Unknown
• Originated: Kookawaki River, SE
Asia
• Species: Japanese Pieris, Portuguese Walnut
• Currently and probably remain
homeless
• 30 cu.in.

Diana Dougherty - Owls, Lots of Mice and a Pig
• Various types of wood
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Gary Burns - Mythological Creatures

Michael Moult - Crab Bowl
• Cherry
• 25cm Ø
• Inspired by Rebecca DeGroot
• Wood from Barry Wilkinson

Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Sheila Balzer - Audula Thuja,
Fairy Warlock of the Arch Fey
• Cedar, salvaged from an ancient forest near the city
• Dragon fly wings from ribbon,
hand stitched embellishments
• Burns, branding and gilding
inspired by Donna Zils 1Colours
Chroma Craft Wood Dye and
Chroma-Gilt
• 4.25” x 1.25” Ø, 6” wingspan

Steve Hansen - “Tobias”
• (trilobozoa scorpious, subphylum: schizoramia)
• Red cedar
• Elm Horn (scorched)
• Maple helicopters
• Polyester resin, red wool,
plastic

Greater Vancouver Woodturner's Guild
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Gwenda Woodbury - “Snowman”
• Laburnum
• 4 x 1.75”
• Tung Oil/Turpentine mixture
buffed to a satin sheen

Marco Berera - Penguin Family
• The Father is 8" tall , 3
3/8" at the belly
• Rotten wood , stinks, very
punky.
• Back side turned offset ,
1" off center point.
• Finish : Lacquer spray ,
body rubbed down
•
Mother is the beautiful
one, shiny and pure.
• Son is the speckled one
• Daughter looking up
sheepishly to father
• Father's head shiny,
bright one, wants to become PM
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Always wear safety goggles or safety
glasses that include side protectors.
Use a full face shield for bowl, vessel, or
any turning involving chucks and faceplates.
Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/
or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder and
wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.
Wear hearing protection during extended periods of turning.
Turn the lathe off before adjusting the
tool rest or tool rest base, i.e., banjo.
Always remove chuck keys, adjusting
wrenches, and knockout bars immediately after use. Never leave them in
place, even for a moment.
Tie back long hair and avoid loose
clothing, jewelry, or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating parts
or accessories.
When using a faceplate, be certain the
workpiece is solidly mounted with stout
screws (#10 or #12 sheet metal screws
as a minimum). Do not use dry wall or
deck screws.
When turning between centres, be certain the workpiece is firmly mounted
between the headstock driving centre
and tailstock centre.
Ensure the belt guard or cover is in
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place.
Check that all locking devices on the
tailstock and tool rest assembly (rest
and base) are tight before operating the
lathe.
Ensure the blank is securely fastened.
Rotate your workpiece backwards by
hand to make sure it clears the toolrest
and bed before turning the lathe on.
Stay clear of the areas directly behind
and in front of the workpiece, they are
the most likely areas for a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good safety habit is to step out of this zone when
turning on the lathe, keeping your hand
on the switch in case you need to turn
the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.
Always check the speed of the lathe before turning it on. Use slower speeds
for larger diameters or rough pieces
and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the
lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always
stop the machine to verify why. As a
starting point, consult your operator’s
manual for recommended speeds for a
particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed
is compatible with the size of the blank.
Exercise extra caution when using stock
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use a lathe in damp or wet locations.
Do not use in presence of flammable
liquids or gases, and always keep a fully
-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.
Stay alert. Watch what you are doing.
Pay close attention to unusual sounds
or vibrations. Stop the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate machines
when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Guard against electric shock. Inspect
electric cords for damage. Avoid the
use of extension cords.
Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn power off. Don’t leave
lathe until it comes to a complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur
while using saws, especially band and
chain saws. Learn and follow the safety
guidelines for this equipment.

with cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets,
knots, irregular shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid these types
of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.

Hold turning tools securely on the
toolrest, holding the tool in a controlled
but comfortable manner. Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in re- 
verse, it is possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless it is securely
tightened or locked on the lathe spin- 
dle.
Know your capabilities and limitations.
An experienced woodturner is capable 
of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning
turners.
Always remove the tool rest before
sanding, finishing, or polishing opera- For more information on woodturning
tions.
safety please visit the AAW’s WoodturnDon’t overreach, keep proper footing, ing Safety webpage.
and keep your balance at all times.
Keep your lathe in good repair. Check
for damaged parts, alignment, binding
of moving parts, and other conditions
that may affect its operation.
Keep tools sharp and clean for better
and safer performance. Don’t force a
dull tool. Don’t use a tool for a purpose
for which it was not designed or intended.
Consider your work environment. Don’t
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Date

Time

Location

Event

2022
Mar 24 , 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker – Gary Burns
– Turn a lidded box without
rechucking

Mar 28th, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Apr 9th, 2022

11:00am

Zoom Meeting

Saturday Demo
Colwin Way – “German

Apr 28th, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker - TBA

May 2nd, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

May 14th, 2022

11:00am

Zoom Meeting

Saturday Demo
Mike Peace – “So You Want

May 26th, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker - TBA

May 30th, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Jun 23rd, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker - TBA

Jun 27th, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

Jul 28th, 2022

7:00pm

Zoom Meeting

Club Meeting
Main Speaker - TBA

Aug 1st, 2022

7:00pm

ZOOM Meeting

Tech Talk

th

Meetings will move back to Sapperton Pensioners Hall when Covid restrictions are lifted and it is safe to do so.
Denotes guest speakers.

Check our website (gvwg.ca) for the latest up-to-date
schedule of events
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President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Members At Large:

Past President
Educational Coordinators:
Communications:
Info Contact:
Newsletter Editor & Publisher:
Librarians:
Food Chief:
FOF Coordinator:
AAW Women in Turning Liaison:
Turning 101:
Visiting Demonstrator Liaison:
Visiting Demonstrator Advisor:
Wood List Coordinator:
Digital Photography:
Webmaster:
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Steve Hansen
Dan Breck
Bill Fowle
Bruce Campbell
Chris Stiles
Bob James
Brian Lunt
Sheila Balzer
John Hammond
Steve Daechsel
Diana Dougherty
Steve Fairbairn
Diana Dougherty
Larry Stevenson
Brian Lunt
Ed Pretty
Steve Fairbairn
Peter McLaren
John Hammond
Chris Stiles
Sheila Balzer
Peter Hill
Terry Kennedy
Steve Hansen
Brian Lunt
Art Liestman
Dennis Houle
Jay & Lin Mapson
Steve Hansen
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president@gvwg.ca
secretary@gvwg.ca
treasurer@gvwg.ca

communications@gvwg.ca
info@gvwg.ca
editor@gvwg.ca

wit@gvwg.ca

woodlist@gvwg.ca
webmaster@gvwg.ca
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